INTRODUCTION
Natural selection does not act on a single character separately but on a whole set of characters (Lande and Arnold 1983) . When phenotypic correlations exist among characters, natural selection on a character may result in selection differentials on correlated characters (Arnold and Wade 1984) . Furthermore, as natural selection would cause correlated responses in genetically correlated characters, many characters, especially those integrated in their functions, would evolve in a correlated manner (Atchley et at. 1981) . This means that for efficient prediction of phenotypic evolution, heritability estimates are not enough and further inf ormations on genetic covariance patterns are required.
The phenotypic evolution of organisms can be described by multivariate quantitative genetic model which regards both genetic and phenotypic covariances (Lande 1979 (Lande ,1982 . Although recent theoretical works have stressed that genetic covariation is a genetic constraint in evolution, only a few investi-gations have estimated genetic correlations in wild populations (Arnold 1981; Dingle and Hegmann 1982; Mitchell-Olds 1986) . Any relationships between genetic and environmental (or phenotypic) correlation patterns in morphological characters are rarely known in wild insect populations. Leamy (1977) , Arnold (1981) and Atchley et al. (1981) have succeeded in clarifying phenotypic, genetic and environmental correlation structures by using principal component analysis (PCA). This method can often make interpretations for correlation matrices easier by summarizing correlated characters to fewer uncorrelated components.
I have obtained preliminary results on heritability and genetic correlation estimates of several morphological characters of Pieris rapae crucivora (Tanaka 1987) . This paper intends to clarify phenotypic, genetic and environmental correlation structures and their interactions by using methods of quantitative genetics and multivariate analysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experiments consisted of two replicates, and were undertaken during the period May-July 1985. The original raw data are common with those in Tanaka (1987) . Insects of the parent generation (8 sires and 15 dams) were collected on two occasions when first instar larvae in the campus of Nagoya University twice in May and June 1985. They were reared at 25°C, 16 hour daylength, on fresh cabbage leaves (Brassica oleracea var, capitata) until adult emergence.
Adult males were marked individually, introduced into clear plastic cages containing females and allowed to copulate. Males probably mated between once to three times. Copulated females laid eggs at 25°C, 1500 lux. Their progeny were reared in small plastic cups (9 cm in diameter at bottom) being supplied with fresh cabbage leaves at 20°C, 16 hour daylength (see Tanaka 1987) . Progeny of each dam were apportioned into four of the above-mentioned cups at the start of rearing except for the case where only small number of eggs were obtained. This part of the experiment was designed to detect common environmental effects and to exclude them from the between-dam variance component.
Pupal weight was measured, as soon as pupae were hardened, with a semimicrobalancer (Chyo Jupiter C-100) to the nearest 0.1 mg. Emerged adults were then killed (thorax crushed), and wrapped in pieces of paraffin paper for storage at room temperature.
After finishing all rearing experiments, the adult samples were measured for dried body weight with the abovementioned balancer as precise as 0.01 mg, for f orewing length, median cell length and hindwing length with a slide caliper accurate to 0.05 mm. Alphabetical abbreviations are used for each characters: PW: pupal weight, DBW: dry body weight, FWL: forewing length, MCL: median cell length, HWL: hindwing length.
The total phenotypic covariances were partitioned into four components, i. e, between-sire, between-dam, between-cup and within-progeny covariances by means of the nested analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) (Kempthorne 1957) . Males varied in the numbers of mates, and not all females produced enough offspring to make four rearing cups. However, all available data were used to estimate the covariance components, causing the experimental design to be unbalanced.
Thus the calculation procedure for unbalanced design (Sokal and Rohlf 1981) was applied for partitioning total sums of products into four hierarchical classes. The basic models of phenotypic values, when two characters (X, Y) considered, were: Since covariances between two characters are caused by the four factors, the phenotypic covariances are partitioned as follows, COVp=COV3+COVd+COVc+COVe. CO V, is the total phenotypic covariance, CO V. the between-sire covariance, CO V d the between-dam covariance, CO V S the between-cup covariance and CO V e the within-progeny covariance. The covariances between sires and between dams have the following genetic components, COV$=1/4 COVa CO Vd=1/4 COVa+1/4 COVE when CO V a is additive genetic covariance, CO Vn dominance covariance (Mode and Robinson 1959) .
The combination of the two covariance components, i. e.: CO V a = 2 (CO V a + CO Vd), was used since it would give the best estimate of additive genetic covariance under the assumption that the dominance covariance is approximately negligible.
Genetic correlations (r9) were determined as standardized genetic covariances by genetic variances derived in a previous paper (Tanaka 1987 To make interpretations of correlation structure easier, principal component analysis (PCA) was undertaken based on the phenotypic, genetic and environmental correlation matrices, respectively. Since there were slight sexual dimorphisms in the measured characters (Tanaka 1987) , all correlations were determined separately in males and females. Unweighted mean of correlation estimates in males and females was used to form correlation matrix in every case.
RESULTS
The phenotypic correlation matrix shows that there are high and positive correlations in measured morphological characters (Table 1 ). The average correlation coefficient is r = 0.74, (min = 0.56, max = 0.95). There was a slight tendency that the phenotypic correlations within wing dimensions (average ry = 0.85) and between pupal weight and another four characters (average rp = 0.82) were high while those between dried body weight and wing dimensions (i, e. DBW-FWL, DBW-MCL, DBW-HWL, average r~ = 0.70) were relatively low.
As shown in Table 2 , genetic correlations varied largely, ranging from -0.11 to 1.08, (average 0.54). Thus there were moderately positive correlations in measured characters.
No negative genetic correlations were detected. The slight tendency observed in the phenotypic correlations was also seen for genetic correlations, i, e., correlations within wing dimensions (average rg = 0.75) and between pupal weight and another four characters (average rg = 0.66) were high compared with those between dried body weight and wing dimensions (average rg = 0.16) .
There were very high environmental correlations in all pairs (0.94 in the average). The tendency that coefficients between dried body weight and wing dimensions was low compared with other combinations was not seen in the environmental correlation matrix, although it was observed for the phenotypic and genetic correlation matrices. Table 2 . Genetic correlation matrix in body and traits of P, rapae.
wing Table 3 . Environmental correlation matrix in body and wing traits of P. rapae.
Eigenvectors
and factor loadings of all characters obtained by PCA in each principal component are shown in Tables 4, 5, 6. In the phenotypic correlation structure, the analysis was done till the second principal component since 93.0 percent of total variance could be accounted for by the first two principal components (Table 4 ). In the first principal component, the eigenvector has positive coefficients and high factor loadings (average 0.91) with every trait, indicating that it is a general "size factor" which would contribute positively to all characters.
In the second principal component, however, the eigenvector has positive coefficients with pupal weight and dried body weight while negative with f orewing length, median cell length and hind- wing length, inf Bring that this component is a "shape factor" which determines the ratio of wing size to body size. As for the genetic correlation structure, the cumulated percent of variance was 92.9 in the second principal component (Table 5 ). Thus the analysis was done till the second principal component, since most variance could be accounted for by the first two principal components.
In the first principal component, the eigenvector has positive coefficients and high factor loadings (average 0.79) with all the measured characters, thus it is regarded as a general "size factor". In the second principal component, the eigenvector has negative coefficients with f orewing length, median cell length and hindwing length while it has positive coefficients with pupal weight and dried body weight, which indicates a "shape factor". The shape factor was more clearly extracted in the genetic correlations than in the phenotypic correlations as seen from that the absolute factor loadings (average 0.47) in the second principal component in the genotypes are higher than those (average 0.27) in the phenotypes.
Thus the genetic correlation structure of morphological traits in P. rapae crucivora would consist of two main factors which contributes the general size and wing size-body size allometry, respectively.
The genetic correlations and the phenotypic correlations tended to resemble each other (vector correlation in factor loadings is r = 0.85, p = 0.0017). On the contrary the environmental correlation structure has only a "size factor" and not any other shape-determining factor (Table 6 ). The first principal component has positive and high factor loadings in all characters, and accounts for 95.7 percent of the total variance. Factor loadings are shown in parentheses.
DISCUSSION
The multivariate evolutionary dynamic theory developed by Lande (1979 Lande ( , 1982 indicates that the direction of phenotypic evolution depends both on selective forces and genetic covariance structure.
Some empirical studies have estimated genetic covariances (genetic correlations) (Leamy 1977; Rose and Charlesworth 1981) while others have measured selective forces in the field condition (Howard 1979; Grant 1985; review in Endler 1986) . Atchley et al. (1981) estimated genetic correlations among skull dimensions in rat, and pointed out the limit of any speculations about evolutionary modes on the ground of phenotypic correlations, stressing the substantial differences between genetic and phenotypic covariance structures.
In the present study, the phenotypic and the genetic correlations differed each other in their magnitudes. Thus any inference based only on phenotypic correlations might be erroneous.
The assumption for any inference of long-term evolutionary modes on the ground of quantitative genetics is the stability of genetic covariance matrix. Lande (1980) calculated the dynamics of genetic covariances on reasonable assumptions of pleiotropic mutation and multivariate selection, and concluded that genetic covariances would be near a stationary equilibrium point determined by mutation and selection, thus would be stable in long evolutionary time-scale.
Some empirical studies have verified the stability of genetic parameters among geographic populations (Arnold 1981) . However, it is usually difficult to undertake quantitative genetic analyses in some closely related species simultaneously, in order to verify the stability of genetic parameters during species transition. Lande (1979) suggested an indirect way to assess the stability by comparing phenotypic correlations between species, when phenotypic and genetic correlations resembled each other. Phenotypic correlations are the average of genetic and environmental correlations weighted by hxh~ and -/(1--hx2)(1-hy2).
Then phenotypic and genetic correlations tend to be similar when heritabilities are high and environmental correlations do not largely differ from genetic correlations.
In the present study, the signs and the relative magnitudes of phenotypic correlations among morphology in P, rapae crucivora tended to be similar with those of genetic correlations although they differed in their absolute magnitudes.
Since the environmental correlation structure of this study has only a size factor, it is unlikely that environmental effects would notably alter the phenotypic and genetic correlation patterns.
Thus it is concluded that at least the pattern of genetic correlations can be inferred indirectly by phenotypic correlations in external morphology of P. rapae crucivora. 
